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The requirements for the Seeds Honour: 

1. What is the main purpose of a seed? 

2. What foods were first given to man in the Garden of Eden?

3. Identify from a seed or drawing and know the purpose of each of these parts of a seed: seed coat, 

cotyledon, embryo?

4. List from memory four different methods by which seeds are scattered. Name three kinds of plants 

whose seeds are scattered by each method.

5. List from memory ten kinds of seeds that we use for food.

6. List from memory five kinds of seeds that are used as sources of oil.

7. List from memory five kinds of seeds that are used for spices.

8. What conditions are necessary for a seed to sprout?

9. Make a collection of 30 different kinds of seeds of which only 10 may be collected from commercial 

seeds packages, the other 20 you are to collect yourself. Label each kind as follows: seeds name, 

date collected, locations collected, and collector’s names.

Honour Requirements



Honour 
Overview

Intro to Seeds

The characteristics, types, purposes of seeds

The First Seeds

Seeds in the Garden – Bible Story

Seed Identity

Identifying and committing seeds to memory

Seed Collection and Growth

Types of seeds to collect and cultivating their 
growth

Seeds in the Bible

Where do we find Seeds in the Bible



Working on the 

Allotment – Planting 

Seeds



“Any fool can count the seeds in an apple. Only God can 

count all the apples in one seed.”― Robert H. Schuller



Seeds and their purpose

The main purpose 

of a seed is to grow a new 

plant, thus propagating the 

species.



What is the purpose of a seed?

Requirement 1



Garden of Eden



Many of the parables that Jesus 
used contained seeds or plants. 
Matt 13 with the parable of the 
sower and the different soils is 

a good example.
Also found in this chapter is the 

parable of the wheat and tares.  

Jesus’ parables



Garden of Eden

Perfect Place for a Garden, where plants, trees cultivated. The seeds were perfect, in Gods creation.



Requirement 2

What foods were first given to man in the 

Garden of Eden?



Identifying Seeds



Requirement 3

Identify from a seed or drawing and know the purpose of 

each of these parts of a seed: seed coat, cotyledon, embryo.



Scattering of Seeds

• Gravity
• Mechanical Dispersal
• Wind
• Water
• Animal Dispersal

Scattering of seeds over a wide area by animals or other means is called dispersal. Growing of a 

new plant from seed under the favourable condition is known as germination.



Seeds Scattering Methods, Benefits & 
Examples

Scattering of 

seeds over a wide area 

by animals or other 

means 

is called dispersal. 

Growing of a new plant 

from seed under the 

favourable condition 

is known 

as germination.



—Someone Famous

Gravity

Also for gravity seed dispersal, Pine Trees (Left Picture), Conifers (Right Picture)



Gravity

Gravity: Apple and Passionfruit photos are for seed dispersal gravity. Also Fir Tree

Picture going to an apple orchard. As you walk through the trees, you see many apples on the ground, as well 
as in the trees. 

Seed dispersal by gravity occurs when fruits, and their seeds, fall from the tree in a process called abscission. 
As fruit ripens, it gets heavier, and combined with chemical signals inside the plant, the fruit falls. 

Some fruit may roll further from the tree, whereas others will then be carried away by other dispersal methods.



—Someone Famous

Mechanical Dispersal

Dandelion Seeds

The flower heads mature into spherical seed heads 

sometimes called blowballs or clocks (in both British and 

American English) containing many single-

seeded fruits called achenes. Each achene is attached 

to a pappus of fine hair-like material which enables wind-

aided dispersal over long distances.

https://www.insidescience.org/news/how-dandelion-seeds-stay-afloat-so-long


—Someone Famous

Scattering of Seeds

Sycamore Seedling

Mechanical Seed Dispersal. the scattering of seeds by splitting fruits.

Mechanical seed dispersal is characteristic of the Siberian pea tree, 

squirting cucumber, snapweed, and similar plants whose ripe fruits open 

suddenly (by cracking or bursting), discharging and scattering the seeds.

https://equimanagement.com/articles/sycamore-seedling-intoxication-in-horses


—Someone Famous

Scattering of Seeds

Sycamore Seedling

Mechanical Seed Dispersal. the scattering of seeds by splitting fruits.

Mechanical seed dispersal is characteristic of the Siberian pea tree, 

squirting cucumber, snapweed, and similar plants whose ripe fruits open 

suddenly (by cracking or bursting), discharging and scattering the seeds.

https://equimanagement.com/articles/sycamore-seedling-intoxication-in-horses


Scattering of Seeds

Spotted Touch-me-not

The common name (Spotted Touch-me-not) is a reference to the seed pods popping open at a touch, 

a characteristic which also explains two other common names – Snapweed and Spotted Snap Weed. 

The plant is also known as Jewelweed and Spotted Jewelweed. There are several competing 

explanations for these names.

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.friendsofthewildflowergarden.org%2Fpages%2Fplants%2Fspottedjewelweed.html&psig=AOvVaw1l76f78tV0oK9Aem3dQHS7&ust=1592821157526000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=2ahUKEwj1u8ar15LqAhUDdBoKHfGBDlcQr4kDegUIARDJAQ


—Someone Famous

Wind Dispersal

Cottonwood tree. Cottonwood in greater detail. It has tiny 

hairs on it. 
Seeds from plants like dandelions, swan plants and cottonwood trees are light and have feathery bristles and can 

be carried long distances by the wind. 

Some plants, like kauri and maple trees, have 'winged' seeds. They don't float away but flutter to the ground.



Wind Dispersal

Weeping willow tree. 

Here are a few examples of wind dispersal showing a Weeping willow and Ash Tree

Ash tree - wind dispersal



Water Dispersal

Mangroves - water dispersal Mangroves again Waterlily seed pod - water 

dispersal

Seeds dispersed by water are contained in light and buoyant fruit, giving them the ability to float. 

Coconuts are well known for their ability to float on water to reach land where they can germinate. 

Similarly, willow and silver birches produce lightweight fruit that can float on water.



—Someone Famous

Water

WaterlilyCoconut, water dispersal



Animal dispersal

A barbed seed caught in the fur of 

a cat. 
Seeds on a pair of jeans when 

out walking. 



—Someone Famous

Animal Dispersal

StrawberryTomatoes



Requirement 4

List from memory four 

different methods by 

which seeds are 

scattered. Name three 

kinds of plants whose 

seeds are scattered by 

each method.



Seeds used for foods

• Save money!

• Food Security begins in your backyard.

• Healthy, Pest & Disease Resistant Plants.

• Preserve the Genetic Diversity of Heirloom Plant 

Varieties.

• Seed Saving is Rewarding and Easy.



Seeds used for foods

Watermelons are a 
mine of seeds that can 
be saved and 
replanted

Herb Seed Packets 
produced by our local 
seed saving group

Genetically modified 
seeds contaminate 
organic seeds –
know what you are 
growing and eating

Heirloom seeds are 
hardy varieties grown 
with love over many 
generations

Melon seeds ready for 
saving and replanting



Seeds used for foods

Brazil Seeds PiecesOrganic Whole Almonds Chestnuts Seeds

Coconut Nuts Cashew Nuts Pomegranate

Barley Seeds

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.realfoodsource.com%2Fproduct%2Fbrazil-nut-pieces-1kg%2F&psig=AOvVaw2HC7wKArTmqTq6ghh6nMob&ust=1592816732443000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=2ahUKEwi878DtxpLqAhUJdBoKHXo8CBoQr4kDegUIARDjAQ
https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Organic-Whole-Almonds-Almond-Nuts-250G-Free-Shipping-/272402617469
https://www.deliaonline.com/recipes/occasions/christmas/christmas-lunch-for-under-%C2%A35-per-head/roast-chestnuts
https://pixabay.com/photos/coconut-nuts-market-brown-1583223/
https://www.realfoodsource.com/product/organic-cashew-nuts/
https://www.amazon.com/Sahale-Snacks-Pomegranate-Vanilla-Flavored/dp/B001GINOP8
https://steemit.com/barley/@last24/barley-seeds


Requirement 5

List from memory ten kinds of seeds that we 

use for food.



Seeds used for oil



Sunflower oil
Coconut

Safflower
Olive
Corn 

Rapeseed



Requirement 6

List from memory five kinds of seeds that are used as sources of oil.



Seeds used for spices



Cocoa seed leads 
to chocolate



Anise
Cardamom
Coriander

Fennel
Nutmeg



Requirement 7

• List from memory five kinds 

of seeds that are used for 

spices.



Conditions and Environment

Internal factors 

(things inside the 

seed)

• Damaged seed

• Age of the seed

• Genetics

• Presence of 

mould

External factors 

(things outside 

the seed)

• Water

• Oxygen

• Temperature 

and light

• Stratification



Water

• Seeds need moist conditions 

before they can sprout.

• Seeds are generally very dry 

especially the older they are. 

• When you put a seed in 

moist conditions it absorbs 

the surrounding water. 

• This causes the seed to 

swell.



Water

Water also softens the

seed coat allowing it easier

for the embryo to burst

through.

Water is also needed to

activate the metabolic

pathways for the seed

to grow.

The seed stores all of the

starch and nutrients

within it.





Stratification

In horticulture, stratification is a process of treating seeds to simulate natural conditions that the 

seeds must experience before germination can occur. 

Many seed species have an embryonic dormancy phase, and generally will not sprout until this 

dormancy is broken.



Requirement 8

• What conditions are 

necessary for seed to sprout?



—Someone Famous

Collecting Seeds



—Someone Famous

Requirement 9

• Now that you have the 

information, knowledge. 

• Put this into actions and 

practice by doing the 

following.



—Someone Famous

Collections of Seeds (30 Different Types)

• Make a collection of 30 different 

kinds of seeds.

• Only 10 of them can be from 

commercial seed packages.

• The other 20 you are to collect 

yourself. 

• Label each kind as follows: seed 

name, date collected, location 

collected, and collector’s name.



Do we have any further 
questions

Please do send in your questions related to the topic



—Someone amous

Honour is Complete

Thank you all for participating in the Honour today.

Remember to keep your worksheets within your 

participation.

We thank you very very very much.




